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Abstract
Big data is a broad term for data sets so large or complex that traditional data processing applications are inadequate.
Challenges include analysis, capture, data curation, search, sharing, storage, transfer, visualization, querying and
information privacy. The goal of this study was twofold: first we address the theoretical dilemmas of a cross-platform
user experience; second, we implemented an Android-based mobile application and designed a cloud architecture to
account for theoretical parameters of Big Data User-centric approach and interactivity. To address cross-platform Big
Data challenges, we relied on cloud computing to perform computationally intensive operations such as searching,
data mining, and data processing at large scale. on and content filtering across multiple radio content streams. The
streams consisted of tags from radio stations’ programming and social media content through a discovery process. User
interaction was geared to enable preferred topic filtering, flexible shifting participation roles, notifications, and navigation
through external data sources. We tested our application on a list of popular radio stations and their social media
content streams (including Facebook, Twitter, Google+) to generate a Big Data scenario.
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INTRODUCTION

Big Data technology (Beyer et al., 2007) is a new
technology that aims to efficiently obtain value from
very big volumes of a wide variety of data, by enabling
high velocity capture, process, store, discovery and/
or analysis, while ensuring their veracity by an
automatic quality control in order to obtain a big value
and make decision. Big Data is described by what is
often represented as a multi-V model. In multi-V model,
volume, velocity and variety are the items most
commonly recognized. Variety means the various data
types, velocity represents the rate at which the data is
produced, captured, processed and analyzed, and
volume defines the amount of data from difference data
sources and data produced from the system itself.
Veracity means how much the data can be trusted
given the reliability of its source (Ellison, 2007). A
myriad of social media platforms emerged in recent
years with services geared towards users through
adds-on such as mobile texting, Facebook (Beyer et al.,
2007) with increasing popularity of Twitter, Google+
and WhatsApp, especially in entertainment contexts.
These social media platforms, predominantly

consisting of social networking sites (SNSs), heavily
rely on individual users for content creation, in contrast
to professionally produced content. SNSs’ success
hinged on constant user involvement and
participation (Ellison, 2007). With forty-one percent
of the US population finding photos and videos online,
interest-based content discovery became the driving
force for new content generation and redistribution
(Lee and Brenner, 2012). As social media permeates
all spheres of our lives and these applications generate
considerable percentage of Internet traffic, content
streams remain fragmented thus limiting to discover
interest-based relevant content to their users. We
considered interest as an individual experience,
continuously stimulated by relevant content discovery.
Single-platform access inevitably leaves a proportion
of interest-based content underexposed. Single-
platform SNSs, even historical ones, varied
technologically and scope-wise, ranging from user
demographics, geographical attributes, or mere
maintenance of pre-existing relationships. Since 2003
specialized social networking sites became
mainstream, focusing on specific interests such as
traveling, activism, religion, photo sharing, music
listening, and video sharing to mention a few (Ellison,
2007). SNSs evolved and broadened their scope over
time. For example, access to Facebook is open to
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everyone, even if initially it was restricted to college
student networks. Some of these limitations were
addressed to overcome limited content access, platform
interoperability issues, and lack of relevant content
segmentation across multiple platforms. Attempts to
facilitate interest-based content access thus started to
be modeled within a single platform. Some of the
techniques included “like” feature on Facebook;
Twitter content following and filtering were
implemented by using “hashtags.” Regardless of these
attempts, interest-based content still can be searched
solely within a single platform rather than across
multiple platforms, not even considering user
interaction with other users or content across through
various platforms. Several social media cross-platform
applications pioneered to account for single-platform
content access limitations. Interest-based content
redistribution was facilitated by “share” function
easier content access to multiple platforms was
provided through a open identity (Recordon and Reed
, 2006) to account for increased content variety content
aggregation tools we developed to combine
functionalities from multiple external sources
(Twitter,2013;Yoono,2013). In addition, for users, it
takes time, effort, and cognitive capacity to follow
multiple platforms with equal dedication Bucy, 2004.
However, all these cross-platform applications
continue to bear limitations. Although the “share”
function allowed content to be broadcast or duplicated
across various platforms, the downside of such
approach was that the user could engage in one-to-
many content distribution, but remained limited to
receive contents from each separated platform
individually. Open identity  (Foundation, 2013)
facilitated access to content by allowing users to sign
in to multiple websites with a single identity (ID). Such
an open ID remained limited to a targeted platform
rather than to multiple parallel platforms. Content
aggregation platforms in turn provided users with
larger amounts of content access, yet did not support
interaction and content discovery through other user
experiences.

Related Works

To account for an enhanced user experience, we
employed the Big Data User-centric model presented
in (Zelenkauskaite and Simoes ,2013) foregrounded
in a Big Data paradigm. Big Data paradigm explicates
benefits and challenges of increasing quantities of data
sources and serves as an analytical and conceptual
framework through five parameters. The parameters
include volume, variety, velocity, veracity, and value
(Laney,2001;TDWI,2012). Volume involves large
amounts of data that has to be manipulated. Variety
refers to filtering of the uncorrelated and unstructured

data sources as well as high scalability of the data
(Cuzzocrea et al., 2011). Velocity refers to a gained
advantage to process large and dynamic amounts of
data in a timely manner. Veracity quantifies the trust
associated with inhomogeneous data, which is often
gathered from unverified sources. The Big Data User-
centric model is particularly concerned with value
creation for users (Zelenkauskaite and Simoes ,2013).
We defined value as a meaningful information
extraction through data analysis going beyond the
plurality of its definitions such as “the monetary value
of something,” “the market price,” or “something
intrinsically valuable or desirable” Value (2013).
Therefore the value extraction in a Big Data User-centric
model for the purposes of this research dealt with
interest-based relevance extracted from multiple
streams and content navigation and interaction,
focusing on dimensions of Interactivity defined in the
following section.

The above figure shows the roles and experiences in
interactive services.

Interactive Interest-Based Environments

Departing from the Big Data User-centric model for
social media platforms, we conceptualized value as a
meaningful interest-based content discovery through
interaction with other users, content, and the system.
Interactivity refers to the “quality or condition of
interaction” (Bucy, 2004). Interactivity conditions
consists of non-interactive state, when new messages
are not related to previous messages; reactive, when
new messages are related only to a specific, often times
prompted message; and interactive, when new
messages can be related to a number of previous
messages having a specific relationship between them
(Rafaeli, 1988). Interactive interest-based environment
thus aimed to increase degrees of adaptability, user
agency, choices, and flexibility leading to some of the
positive outcomes of Interactivity such as user
satisfaction (Sundar and Marathe, 2010). In a specific
mass media context, so far, Interactivity was included
through social media outlets. Figure 1 exemplifies how
traditional media – such as TV, radio, and newspapers
– integrated interactive applications through social
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media to enhance user experience. Regardless of the
promise of interactivity in traditional media settings,
it was found to be limited. Limits were attributed to
structural constraints inherent to a rigid hierarchical
architecture, limited interaction (Van Dijck, 2009) and
control over the content. Organizations still maintain
control over 80% of the content, even if half of it is
produced by users (Gantz and Reinsel,  2012). Even if
users attempted to maximize content push by
repeatedly posting content, user role still remains
marginal (Zelenkauskaite Herring et al., 2008).

Challenges Of Interactive Interest-Based Content
Discovery

Interest-based content discovery in a cross-platform
context not only enhanced user interaction, but it also
raised challenges to the Big Data repositories. One of
the challenges was ascribed to a potential cognitive
overload (Bucy, 2004). The issue of cognitive overload
in mediated settings was discussed since mid-nineties
(TDWI ,2012;Zelenkauskaite and Simoes, 2013).
However, the increasing amounts of users and their
produced content made the issue of cognitive overload
even more pronounced. It was found that when
information supply exceeded individual processing
capacity, the overload led to stress and too segmented
engagement (Mcmillan, 2002). Wilson (Downes and
Mcmillan, 2000) identified seven techniques to ease
the information overload associated with interactive
Big Data models: information retrieval, aiming at
finding information pertinent to a given subject
through the use of keywords (Refaeli and Sudweeks,
1997) information filtering, relying on filtering
techniques to highlight relevance from a continuous
flow of information ; rank filtering, providing omission
techniques to identify relevant items, using predefined
factors such as the number of recommendations, user
acceptance and popularity within the community;
brute-force interaction, defining techniques that enable
immediate and effortless initiation of interaction;
content approximation, to help users selecting the most
important and relevant items by providing users with
a brief preview of a given item extracted from each of
the properties; contextualization, introducing

techniques to organize the information, i.e. to highlight
its significance; and information stack, combining the
aforementioned techniques with actions to postpone
and redefine the priority of an item. The following
figure shows the User-generated content feed and
messenger in a seamless interface.

Mobile-Oriented Framework

Considering challenges of Big Data and cross-platform
user interaction, we developed a mobile-oriented
framework entitled SAMU. Its name was inspired by
the word’s dual meaning, translated as “of the strings
or braids” and “I dig” (Wilson, 1996) which entails
the thread multiplicity and a persistent search,
associated with new and relevant interest-based
content and users. This framework not only facilitates
the use and understanding of different sources of
information, but also locates, navigates, customizes,
and interacts with flexible and fluid user roles in an
interest-based context. Moreover, it capitalizes on
cloud computing as a processing infrastructure, which
aids users to discover and manage social media content
through services that perform analytics at large scale.
This mobile application accounts for six dimensions
of perceived interactivity introduced previously in
Section II, as well as the following interactivity
traditions: human-to-human interactivity and human-
to-system interactivity.

Human-To-System Interaction

Building on techniques to tackle information overload,
SAMU delivers three essential mechanisms for
accessing and managing social media content.

Subscription management: defines a set of features
necessary to subscribe (or unsubscribe) to specific
topics and user-related activities. Subscription topics
are subdivided into two categories: topics expressed
through well-defined user search rules (e.g. expression
matching), which can also employ the use of tags – tag
subscription; and topics emerging from the content
analysis performed by cloud computing services, to
discover new interest-aware topics that have good
coverage and acceptance. We named this type of results
as a “group” of content. We created a unique set of
functionalities that were geared towards a seamless
access to non-interoperable data and an environment
to reduce information overload for users to make their
reading-data discovery more effective.Content
management: delivers a set of features to manage
subscriptions’ content, e.g. features to automatically
bring to the top the latest and the most relevant items
by clearly marking those that have been read. Three
main components are activity buzz, content filtering,
and analytics-oriented content management. The
following figure shows Enhancing interaction  using
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interaction- oriented notifications notifications
Activity buzz. Primes all items classified as important.
The algorithm used to select relevant items is based on
several factors such as the most read items, created by
“opinion makers” and user acceptance. It also provides
a short glance of recent social media content. This
feature aims to create a sense of community, encourage
discussing commonly read content, and to support
serendipity.

Content filtering through this feature users can define
priority schemes for processing a subset of information
while ignoring its complementary set, that is, to
prioritize or exclude content using a set of conditional
rules. Additionally, information concerning the usage
of this feature is gathered and processed by the
analytics-oriented content management module, to
obtain further insights.

Content interactivity: Several mechanisms were
implemented to provide higher levels of user-content
interactivity. From the main screen, users can access
all the content – i.e. user profiles and thread messages
with a one-click mechanism. They can reply and/or
identify the source, medium, destination, and message.

Human-To-Human Interaction

Apart from the spatial navigation, which is
intrinsically associated with the features described in
the previous section, the application also introduced
novel mechanisms to foster temporal dimension i.e.
real-time interaction across various platforms. On one
hand, it focused on a notification system’s ability to
provide invitation opportunities to novice users to
engage in a sustained interaction with and through
the interface. It also served to inform experienced users

– in real-time – about ongoing activities that might be
of interest (Figure 3). Notification interaction alerted
users about the latest updates, yet did not require them
to take an immediate action; freeing users from the
constant urge to pay attention to content streams. The
following figure shows the Mobile-oriented Service
Architecture

Cloud computing as a Big Data analytics solution

Although SAMU provided multiple opportunities to
prioritize and filter information through content
analysis, such techniques remain insufficient to
overcome information overload. On one hand, the
quality and quantity of results depend on how users
configure their systems. For example, the use of
erroneous content filters greatly contributes to the
unsatisfactory user experience and low content quality
(Edmunds and Morrisn ,2000). On the other hand,
extracting and analyzing all the social media content
is unfeasible, not only because of mobile devices’ low
processing capabilities – that would lead to incomplete
outputs or responsiveness – but also because of the
unrealistic amount of network connections required
to access necessary data. Moreover, a restricted number
of requests permitted within a certain time window by
data providers – mainly social networking sites –
introduces even greater complexity. Hence, SAMU
required a backbone architecture to continuously
extract social media content from Big Data repositories
and to handle all the management and processing
tasks, to overcome mobile devices’ bandwidth and
processing limitations.

Use-Case: A Seamless Radio Context

In traditional mass media, users are constrained to
access radio content through the hierarchical
architecture that is based on a one-to-many model,
which focuses on an individual radio’s content. In
contrast to the hierarchical one-radio access
architecture, we propose a user-centric architecture
that departs from the interest-based content rather than
a specific radio. This model is geared to enable a fluid
content access to various radio stations and contents
associated with it, to foster content discovery and
content management. Access to specific radio
programs can be exemplified by the following scheme:
radio-programs/DJ-songs/artists/albums.

In addition to music content, the primary radio
stations’ content, users could access radio stations’
social media content streams as well. Finally, all radio
stations’ contents would generate a unified Big Data
repository form which individually tailored interests
could be extracted. To run initial tests on a cross-radio
Big Data repository, with the developed application
KASU we analyzed the top ten radios from the “Top
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Facebook Radio Pages” list. The sample of radios
analyzed included RTL 102.5, Mosaique FM, Radio
Sawa, Alwakeelnews, Jawhara FM, HIT Radio, Mazaj
FM, Play 99.6, Virgin Dubai, and Hala FM Radio. Social
media platforms consisted of Facebook, Twitter, and
Google+. Table I breaks down the distribution of
12,312 messages produced during a period of one week
by social media platforms (i.e. users) and radios.

Table.1. User activity on top Radios’ Social Media
platforms

Table I shows that majority of content traffic on these
radios were generated by Facebook users (given that
we have selected the top radios based on Facebook).

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a model that encompassed
the interconnectedness between services and social
media platforms. We considered Big Data as ways to
highlight user value and bridge user needs through
social media and professional content by enabling
users to model interest-based relevant streams and
create their own individualized social radio
experience. In practical terms, we developed a mobile-
oriented framework built on top of social media streams
and professional radio content. This android
application aimed to facilitate user immersion and an
interactive experience through non-hierarchical
customization and enhanced individual choice in a
continuously dynamic unstructured content
environment. Due to bandwidth and mobile
processing limitations, we also developed a service
architecture based on the concept of cloud computing.
Cloud computing served as an essential element to
ensure the access and processing of inhomogeneous
data (SNSs).
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